The history of China’s legal structure for electronic signatures started in 1999. It was that year electronic signatures were statutorily recognized by contract law in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) as legitimate, namely a type of data message for contracts. The Electronic Signature Law was enacted in 2004, although electronic records had been used as documentation in transactions for several years. The PRC government revised its Electronic Signature Law in 2015, a move made to facilitate the country’s booming technology sector.

When comparing the old and new versions of the law, we note that not too many changes have been made. The new law imposes an additional requirement for licensed electronic verification service providers, making it clear that it should be an enterprise legal person. Holding such a license is no longer a prerequisite before incorporating a company with the administration for industry and commerce. Article 13 of the new Electronic Signature Law provides for an electronic signature as follows:

1. Electronic signature creation data exclusively belongs to the electronic signatory;
2. When a signature is entered, the creation of its data is controlled only by the signatory(ies);
3. After the signature is entered, any alteration made to the electronic signature can be detected; and
4. After the signature is entered, any alteration made to the contents and form of a data message can be detected.

Legislation and judicial practice regarding electronic signatures is a cross-disciplinary issue that spans the legal and technology sectors. A typical electronic signature is in the form of an electronic certificate based on a public key infrastructure (PKI), provided by electronic certification service providers. Such providers are licensed by the administrative authorities. Electronic certificates provided or verified by licensed authorities are widely accepted as legitimately reliable in both the business and legal worlds. The licensing rules are subscribed under the PRC’s Administrative Measures for Electronic Certification Services. Each licensed electronic certification service provider should hold an ‘Electronic Certification Services License’, issued by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT). An extra process to enhance the reliability of electronic certification is to obtain a timestamp from a reliable time source, with the best being the official one: the National Time Service Center under Chinese Academy of Sciences. The timestamp, however, is not a prerequisite in order to render electronic signatures reliable.

There are also other forms of electronic signature that contain the features outlined in article 13, and can therefore be employed in legal documents. Acceptable types of electronic signatures include, among other things, fingerprints, voice, and retinal images. Passwords and personal identification numbers qualify as well. These types of electronic signature are quite common in normal business practices as a way to confirm a transaction. Many judicial decisions reached before and after enactment of the Electronic Signature Law of 2005 supported the
use of passwords and PINs as electronic signatures, and shared the opinion that passwords can function as electronic signatures providing they are unique, secretly kept, and privately owned.\(^7\)

The Electronic Signature Law not only touches on rules regarding electronic signatures but also data messages.\(^8\) A data message is categorized as a written form contract, a legal contract form, if contractual parties use it as the documentation of a contract. To be qualified as a contract or agreement, data messages must be authentic, duly preserved, and affixed with a reliable electronic signature. The authenticity of a data message therefore relies to a large extent on the reliability of the electronic signature. Article 3 of this law states as follows: ‘the parties concerned may agree to use or not to use an electronic signature or data message in such documents as contracts and other documents, receipts and vouchers in civil activities,’ except for the following situations: documents related to marriage, adoption and succession; documents related to the transfer of the rights and interests residing in real estate such as land and housing; documents related to the termination of public utility services as water, heat, gas and power; and other circumstances where electronic documentation is not applicable, as provided for by relevant laws and administrative regulations.\(^9\)

The new Electronic Signature Law outlines a framework for electronic messages and signatures. It does not touch on how to create a reliable electronic message or electronic signature. Some legal commentators believe this is not included because of the principle of technology neutrality, and opine that the criteria of reliability should be left to the judiciary to decide.\(^10\)
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